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Category learning is a major research topic in psychology. Yet theories of learning are difficult to 

apply to problems in business and policy, as they typically involve artificial experimental 

paradigms with highly stylized stimuli. We combine category learning theories with rich 

representations for natural objects derived from large-scale digital data. Our approach achieves 

high accuracy rates in predicting how people learn and judge new attributes of foods, occupations, 

and countries, and can also be used to identify the learning environments that impair judgment. In 

doing so, it shows how existing psychological theories can be used to predict and improve 

everyday cognition and behavior.
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• Recent applications of categorization models

• Rock image classification (Nosofsky et al., 2018)

• Input: Multidimensional scaling (MDS) solutions of similarity ratings of rock image

• Model: the Generalized Context Model (GCM, Nosofsky, 1986)

• Plane vs. bird image classification (Battleday et al., 2017)

• Input: Hidden layers from convolutional neural network (CNN) 

• Model: GCM

• Open question

• How do people learn new categories of existing natural objects with language labels?

• Examples of real-world categories:

• Food items that have or do not have a novel nutrient

• Occupations that will be in high or low demand after a technological breakthrough

• Countries where people will or will not be predisposed to a rare cancer

• One promising solution

• Use vector space semantics as input into GCM

• Pretrained Word2Vec model

• Trained on a large corpus of Google news articles (Mikolov et al., 2013)

• Vocabulary of 3M words defined in a 300-dimensional space

• Example of Word2Vec representations of food

• Word vector representations approximate human knowledge well.

• GCM provides a reasonable account for category learning.

Modeling Approach

• Distance function
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• Similarity function

𝑠𝑖𝑗 = 𝑒−𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑗

• Category probability
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• Loss function 
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• Note: Model was trained on the 50 training stimuli without human response.

Study 1A

Study 1A (simple)

Experimental Design

• 100 participants in each study recruited from Prolific Academic

• 100 stimuli were split into 2 equal-size categories based on three generating methods.

• Each method generated one simple and one complex category structure (between-subject). 

• Category generating methods:

• Studies 1A-1C, 4 & 5: k-means clustering solution with k = 2 (simple) and k = 10 (complex)

• Study 2: type I (simple) and type V (complex) from Shepard et al. (1961)

• Study 3: real nutrient content – cholesterol (simple) and lutein (complex)

• Study outline:

• Study 1A: 100 foods from two categories generated by k-means clustering

• Study 1B: 100 countries from two categories generated by k-means clustering

• Study 1C: 100 occupations from two categories generated by k-means clustering

• Study 2: 100 foods from two categories generated by method from Shepard et al. (1961)

• Study 3: 100 foods from two categories generated by real nutrient content

• Study 4: test the effect of different training size (10 vs. 50) with food categories generated by 

k-means clustering 

• Study 5: test the effect of different compositions of training set (size of 10) with food 

categories generated by k-means clustering 

• Procedure

• Participants predicted category labels for 50 test items when viewing either 10 or 50 training 
items in each study.

• Participants were incentivized by $1 if their accuracy reached the top 10%.

• Sample instruction: “We recently discovered a nutrient X that may be found in some food 
items. In this study, we will show you food items that have or do not have this nutrient. Your 
task is to predict whether some other food items have this nutrient or not.”

Results

• The average human accuracy rates decreased as category structure got more complex and this 
result is consistent across different domains and different category generating methods (Studies 
1A-1C, 2 & 3).

• The average human accuracy rates decreased as training size decreased (Study 4).

• The average human accuracy rates decreased as training set were harder to learn by the model 
(Study 5).

• In all studies, GCM-predicted accuracy rates mimicked the same pattern of the average human 
accuracy rates.

• In addition, GCM predicted item-level category probabilities accurately.
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